
RPC Neighborhood Discovery 
This summer, RPC is learning about our Five Points neighborhood.  

Take some time to explore the neighborhood and let us know what you experience and observe. 
Look at the list below and find time to do one or all of these activities this summer.  

Neighborhood Activities 

Go Learn 
Read stories about Riverside from multiple local 
news sources 

What different perspectives about Riverside 
are represented? 

Attend a neighborhood event What drew you and others? 
How did it showcase Riverside? 

Visit a new (to you) Riverside business or 
restaurant 

Learn the story of one staff member or the 
owner 

Spend time in one of Riverside’s parks What activities are happening? Consider 
joining in! 

Volunteer in Riverside Reflect on who you met, what you learned, 
and where you saw God at work 

Take a prayer walk in Five Points Offer thanksgiving for what you see thriving 
and intercession for needs you perceive 

Walk three blocks from church in each direction 
(up and down Post and Park Streets) 

How are these blocks similar? 
How are they different? 
Who are our immediate neighbors? 

Visit the John Gorrie Dog Park or Kanine Social Meet someone new and learn what brought 
them to Jacksonville/Riverside 

Share with RPC 

We want to hear about your experiences! There are three easy ways to share: 

1. Email us a photo and/or story at emily.heeg@rpcjax.org
2. Share a video of one thing you learned at emily.heeg@rpcjax.org
3. Post about your neighborhood visit to Instagram. Be sure to tag @RPCJax and use 

#rpcjaxlovesriverside

Reflect 

We will have opportunities in the fall to gather and reflect on all our experiences in the neighborhood. 
Some questions to consider for those conversations: 

 How is God calling us to join God’s work in our neighborhood?
 What are Riverside’s assets? What does Riverside need? How does that match with RPC’s assets

and needs?
 What is the importance of RPC’s place in Riverside? What does our location uniquely enable?
 What is the perception of RPC in Riverside? What is your perception of Riverside? How did that

change with these activities?
 How is the welfare of RPC tied to the welfare of our neighborhood?


